
UEZ CombiMix Universal Compulsory Mixer
Unbelievably versatile: the Combi Mix from UEZ. Thanks to its vertical adjustment, 
the UEZ Universal Compulsory mixers features a space-saving transport size of only 
75 cm high. The 3-arm mix technology ensures intensive and uniform mixing.

The UEZ Universal compulsory mixer Combi Mix provides you with exactly the per-
fect consistent high-quality mixture, as recommended by the material manufacturer. 
Special mixing tools have been designed for different materials.

The drum is filled effortlessly and safely through the safety grill. The open-ended 
mixing drum means that the mixing process can be easily monitored. Additional 
material can also easily be added during the mixing process. the straightforward 
discharge is done via a paddle on the drum floor and can be dosed. The Combi Mix  
is stable, of compact design and unbelievably versatile: just perfect for tough con-
struction site applications.

 Transportable in passenger car
 Steady steel construction made for 

rough building site condistions
 Constant high mixing qualitydue to 

3-arm mixing technology and tur-
bo cyclone (4-arm mix technology 
optional)

 Easy filling due adjustable height
 Sturdy and proven discharger  

system
 Dosable discharging
 Ideal use with feed pump
 Mobile with two solid rubber 

wheels and removable drawbar
 Ideale transport height of 75 cm

Professional quality 

for more than 65 years.



Technical data UEZ CombiMix

Technical data UEZ CombiMix
Content mixing drum 140 l

Ready-made mixture / 
Grain size

Approx. 80 litres, depending on consistency 
Up to 16 mm (version with segmental discharge slide)

Mixer Universal UEZ 4-arm mix technology with Turbo cyclone 
(4-arm mix technology optional) 
48 rpm

Motor AC 230 V 2.0 kW 
Three phase 400 V 2.2 kW 
16 A

Electricals 230 V with motor protection switch 
400 V motor protection switch and phase changing 
16 A

Versions Mobile with solid rubber wheels 
Height adjustable 
Wide version

Safety Automatic shutdown when safety grid opened 
Discharge protection 
CE certified

Dimensions L  800 mm 
W 700 mm 
H  1,050 mm

Weight 108 kg

Subject to technical changes.
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